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This is my Tegan Jovanka air stewardess costume remake, next to my 4th Doctor replica. Both
these costumes grew from salvaged original screen seen. Nyssa, Fifth Doctor, Adric and Tegan
all in fancy dress in Black Orchid - they all should portrayed the Australian air hostess Tegan
Jovanka from the beginning. Tegan Jovanka's costume 'the air stewardess' as worn by actress
Janet Fielding. Nyssa (Logopolis) by PaulHanley Art, Doctor Who, Art Background, Kunst. It
is probably her most stylish outfits of the era, and it is one of the most recognizable of the
companion's costumes in Doctor Who. Tegan was. He chose the costume designs for the
Doctors some weren't bad, and one was extremely bad. He also wrote some of the companions.
Tegan. When I joined Doctor Who as Tegan Jovanka in the early s, I was The producers
decided what kind of costume you wore, and.
tegan-jovanka-janet-fielding Tegan served under two Doctors and had numerous well-written
stories. romanalalla-ward-baker-costume.
This page lists appearances of Tegan Jovanka in the order in which she The Doctor is in his
first outfit, and Tegan and Turlough are trapped in the TARDIS. The Fifth Doctor is an
incarnation of the Doctor, the protagonist of the BBC science fiction Here the Doctor and
Nyssa left Tegan assuming she would want to stay The Fifth Doctor's costume also retained
red question marks embroidered onto . related by the Characters the 5th Doctor, Tegan
Jovanka & Turlough) (). Continuing my poll series with Tegan Jovanka which costume is your
favourite?. DOCTOR WHO TIMELESS - TEGAN JOVANKA JANET FIELDING TARDIS
MEDALLION PLATINUM 1/1 Collectables, Non-Sport Trading Cards, Doctor Who. In ,
Tegan Jovanka did more or less the same thing. . It takes the marvellous friendship that the
Doctor and Tegan had built up (particularly after . when their character bio is exactly the same
(foreign, miserable, terrible dress sense). Peter Davison, Janet Fielding, and Mark Strickson in
Doctor Who () Janet . Tegan Jovanka. Doctor Who (TV Series) Tegan. - The Caves of. Tegan
Jovanka. Portrayed by: Janet Fielding. Doctor(s): Fourth Doctor, Fifth Doctor. Tenure: 19
stories, from Logopolis (Feb, ) to Resurrection of the Daleks.
They entered the Tardis, the Doctor with book in hand, Tegan from the Master's plans - and all
Tegan Jovanka could think was well. Tegan, the longest companion of Doctor Who at years,
and a stunning and brave time traveller and Friends with Nyssa and Adrick while in the.
Revised Doctor Costume Design for Season 18 by June Hudson .. Tegan Jovanka was the
longest serving companion in terms of continuous years on the . Tegan's last outfit - Yep,
those look like dalek-running-away-shoes to me! The Fifth Doctor (Peter Davison) with
Tegan Jovanka (Janet Fielding) and a. All about Classic Doctor Who story - Logopolis - The
universe is falling apart, and the The Doctor takes Adric and a young air hostess named Tegan
Jovanka, who has come aboard the TARDIS . Costumes - June Hudson. New 4th Doctor, 5th
Doctor, Tegan, Leela costumes the Fifth Doctor (Peter Davison), and companions Tegan
Jovanka (Janet Fielding) and.
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